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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
We have two New Reviews and Two Final Reviews this week. Champion Racing Lays has
passed the Final Review.
In the Current Reviews section of this newsletter, the LayTheOdds reviews are in violet to help
differentiate them from the BettingSystemTruths reviews that are in blue
The results, league table and profitability graph include Monday evening reports, making the
newsletter as up to date as possible when you receive the newsletter on the Wednesday
morning.
Bonus Bagging, from LayTheOdds, has shown great profit in the five weeks of the review.
Sprint Lay Experts is doing well again and the rest, it is fair to say, are a pretty mixed bag.
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Killer Instinct - Introduction
19th July 2011

Sergeant KarlIntroduces The Killer Instinct
Hello Bloggers,
The Killer Instinct is a laying service that claims to make a steady 15 points
per month, on average there will be 5-10 selections per day, and a lay
ceiling of 8.0, the emails are received around lunchtime, you can also use a
bot easily with this service.
The cost is very reasonable at approx £10 per month for the first month,
then approx. £20 per month after that, I say approx, as it is priced in
dollars on the paypal site so you are at the mercy of the exchange rate.
That is it really as the author of The Killer Instinct states “it is a very
simple service” I have no insight into how he reaches his selections so this
will be a short intro.
Let‟s look at his previous results
Since January the claim is 92 pts profit with an 80% SR, the only losing
month was May @ -12pts. All these are unverified; I hope there are not too
many selections around the 8.0 ceiling. As we know from bitter experience
member‟s results can vary wildly on these laying services that set a ceiling.
As always with laying services it is critically important to make steady
headway, I have seen laying services lose a whole years profit in one bad
month, let‟s hope The Killer Instinct has the Killer Instinct!
Regards
Sergeant Karl
[Click here to see The Killer Instinct]
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Racing Profits – Introduction
25th July 2011

Inspector Magnifique - Introduces Racing Profits
Hi Bloggers,
Magnifique here with a new horse betting system called Racing Profits.
The title may resemble something to you and there‟s a good reason for
this.
The Racing Profits system comes from Mark Boyle, the author of Racing
Winners, a popular horse backing system, which you may be acquainted
with.
Racing Profits is a 26-page PDF, priced at £29 (payment to be made via
PayPal). Mark, the author of the system, claims that Racing Profits is not
another hyped up system, which promises to give you the Holy Grail of
betting. Yet it is a system that delivers consistent profits, averaging 10.8
points a month to level stakes.
The Racing Profits system is based on sound principles, which is always a
plus and is rather selective. It deals with certain types of handicap races
(UK racing only) and concentrates on finding value on Betfair place
markets i.e. well-priced horses likely to place. The author states it‟s not
going to bring you loads of betting action and it most certainly won‟t,
though you‟ll be having a couple of selections almost every day. The
Racing Profits system may seem a bit difficult at first but it‟s nothing
complicated really when you get used to the selection process. Although, it
does require you to be attentive and patient.
Racing Profits has three strict rules that make the selection process,
including a price criterion, all described in two pages. The rest of the PDF is
filled with examples of utilizing the system, it also has several tables (odds
chart, profit compounding, a table to log your selections) and an FAQ
section, which is a must read, as it covers some points you won‟t find
anywhere else in the manual.
The results are proofed to racing-index.com, and you can check all the
selections as they come from the author – another positive sign. Past
results at Racing Index show an average 41.7% strike rate and this means
we need to be prepared for some losing runs, not too long though.
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That said, I‟m looking forward to starting the review and it is going to last
for 56 betting days with a chance of being extended to 84 days if the
system is successful, or appears to be a slow burner.
No guidelines regarding the size of the bank needed for Racing Profits and
no staking plans recommended. I‟ll be using a very safe 100 points bank
of £500 staking 1 point (£5) each bet.
Cheers,
Inspector Magnifique
[Click here to see Racing Profits]
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Final Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

My Lucky 15 – Final Review
21st July 2011

Sergeant Rob-Reviews My Lucky 15
Dear all,
After 56 betting days, I have decided to bring an end to the testing of My
Lucky 15 and as a result, here is the final review.
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What is My Lucky 15?
My Lucky 15 is a betting service provided by Betfan. The service is
selections emailed to your inbox (or available on the Betfan website).
These selections are used in Lucky 15 bets. A Lucky 15 is a bet type
containing 15 individual bets – 4 singles, 6 doubles, 4 trebles and 1
fourfold (accumulator). If all 4 selections are correct, then a 10% bonus is
paid out on your profit by most bookmakers. If only 1 selection is correct,
then a consolation bonus on that 1 winning selection of double odds is
given.
The selections are made by a man only known as „Martin‟ and tell you what
you need to bet on and which bookmaker is recommended. There is no
analysis given for the bets, you just receive the basic information you need
to put the bet on.
The service is billed at £19.99 a month, or you can pay £39.98 for 90 days,
which is effectively like getting 1 month free.
On the My Lucky 15 website, it states that February 2011 produced a profit
of +103.45 pts and March 2011, +113.94 pts. At the time of starting the
review (12th May), there was no profit/loss figure for April.
You are recommended to have a 200 pt betting bank, but no advice is
given on staking. For the purpose of keeping calculations simple, I
recorded results with 1 pt equalling £1.

Why is the review stopping now?
On the BST website, we initially review services for 56 betting days. At
that point, we see how the service is doing, and if it justifies it, we carry on
to 84 days where we give our final thoughts.
With regards to the My Lucky 15 service, after 56 betting days, it was
running at a loss of -116.17 pts and was only in profit for 3 of the betting
days. On that basis, I thought it was time to halt the review.

Statistics for the review period
The review period went up to Day 61. There were 5 days where either no
bet was advised, or no selections email received – this gives a net period of
the 56 betting days. The review period covered from 12th May 2011 to
11th July 2011 inclusive.
There were a total of 71 Lucky 15 bets (as sometimes more than one
Lucky 15 bet was advised per day).
Out of those 71 bets, 19 returned profit at an average of 17.52 pts whilst
51 returned a loss at an average of -8.63 pts.
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6 times we got all 4 selections right, which, with bonuses, profit returned
varied from 14.93 pts up to 60.80 pts at an average of 36.99 pts. Due to
1 match being postponed, there was also a winning patent returning 8.17
pts.
Twice all 4 selections lost which accounted for -15 pts each.

Final profit/loss
At the end of the 56 betting days, the initial 200 pt starting bank was
standing at 83.83 pts – a loss of 116.17 pts.
Assuming you add on the best value subscription package of the £39.98
option, at £1 stakes, you would be £156.15 down, at £5 stakes, £620.83
down, at £10 stakes, £1201.68, and if (as mentioned on the My Lucky 15
website), you found a bookmaker that would let you bet £100 stakes,
£11656.98 down.

My Final Thoughts
Despite the advertised 100+ pts profit for February and March on the My
Lucky 15 website, I haven‟t achieved anything like that during this review
period. I wonder if it is to do with the football on offer – February and
March would have been when the English season was still in full swing, but
this review has seen bets on games from countries such as Iceland, Japan,
Singapore, Lithuania, Kazakhstan and so on.
Whilst there is no reason to bet on games from these countries, I just
wonder if the English season is more suited to Martin‟s selection process
then other leagues at other times.
As such, I really would love to review this service for 56 days between,
say, September and March just for comparison purposes.
However, my verdict has to be based on the results I have seen during this
review period. Previous/Future performance may be different, but this
review period is what I am focusing on.
The Final Verdict
Weighing up that we finished -116.17 pts in the red, with a subscription fee
of £39.98 on top, and that the starting bank only managed to be above its
initial 200 pts for only 3 days of this review, I hereby deem My Lucky 15 to
have failed.
Cheers,
Sgt Rob.
[Click Here To See My Lucky 15...]
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Champion Racing Lays
- Final Review
4th July 2011

Review Manager David-Reviews Champion Racing Lays

Rating:
Passed And Approved
Hi Bloggers
Seems a long time now since Champion Racing Lays started way back in
February on the 16th and finally finished on June 16th so we managed
to end the 84 day period within 4 months.
So, we had 37 non betting days either through no selections or the
selections being outside the maximum odds range.
The original version of Champion Racing Lays was reviewed by Sergeant
Tommy on Betting System Truths last year and lost just over 31 points
and was duly Jailed and Failed.
One of the changes made in Version 2 was to half the maximum lay odds
from 20.00 to 10.00, anyway this change plus any others that were made
seemed to have a positive impact as results for this particular review were
a vast improvement over the original finishing 20.23 points in profit. So
let‟s have a look at the stats:
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So from an average of 28 selections a month you are making just over 5
points a month using the level stakes option, so how did it work out week
by week? I have put a profit graph below:

As we can see the bank was never in danger even though it was only 50
points and just 2 weeks showed any notable decrease that was 8 and 10
we had 5 upward trends on weeks 1,3,7,9 and 11 the other weeks
remained fairly static. So are the above figures normal for the service?
Let‟s look at the data for when the Champion Racing Lays 2.0 started on
September 1st 2010 to February 15th 2011 the day before we started the
review here is the Breakdown:
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Not much difference the between the two sets of data only the percentage
return on Starting Bank which you would expect as the period before the
review was 6 weeks longer so let‟s put it in perspective and add all the
data together here is what we have:

So a 48 .28 points profit in 9.5 months so that‟s still 5.10 points average
profit per month, but as the graph below will show it does not exactly work
out that way:

As one can see starting of with a 50 points Bank in the first
month Champion Racing Lays made 22.50 points profit which is a fair
chunk of the total profit of 48.28 this means in the remaining 8.5 months it
made 25.78 but if we look at the number of selections per month we can
see the reason for the 2 months that were almost static and the one that
lost:
Month
Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May
No of
61
41 17 12 17 18 14
29
43
Selections

June
18

We are all aware of the bad weather that affected racing during the winter
months so December‟s loss was not surprising and it had the least
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selections, January was only slightly down and February made a small
profit. My only concern is when the Months of October and May hit the 40
+ selections the profits was no here near that of September‟s not even half
of it. I know that only one of the months concerns the actual review but if
you have the full data then it is good to compare the stats see how close
they are to each other if results before the review are similar to that of the
actual review then you have a pretty good chance the service or system is
a consistent performer.

Staking Plan
On the website other than the 1 point level stakes to a 50 point starting
Bank the vendors suggest using a 50 point bank and then compounding
every month. Quite simply at the end of each month you divide your
running bank or cumulative bank if you prefer by 50, so for example as we
can see from the previous graph starting off with a 50 point bank in
September using the 1 point per bet stake at the end of the month we had
a running bank of 72.70 points divide that by 50 and you have a stake of
1.45 points per bet for the month of October and you carry on like that for
every month until you get to stage hopefully that you can take out some of
the profits. Now as it takes time for the cumulative staking to mount up I
did not bother to work it out for the review period but was able to produce
some data and a graph from when the service first started in September
last year up to June 16th here they are:
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Well, a better profit is shown 66.50 points and June is currently staking
2.24 points per bet, we can see that September still provided just over a
third of the profit but not as bad as the Level Stakes. The flat spots of
December to February are still present but at least the line was steeper
after these months. It would be interesting to see how far this will go being
that there is a couple of compounding products on the market at the
moment. For those of you who are interested in compounding here is how
the stakes increased each month:
Month
Stake Per
Bet

Sept Oct

Nov Dec

Jan

Feb

MarchApril May June

1.00 1.45 1.67 1.82 1.71 1.67 1.71 1.88 2.07 2.24

Cost and Service
Since our review started, Ozmedia have altered the subscription charges
for the Champion Racing Lays service.
These are now as follows:
3 months for – 93 pounds (works out to 31 per month)
6 months for – 155 pounds (equivalent to 1 month free)
12 months for – 248 pounds (equivalent to 4 months free!)
The 14 day free trial offer has ended, but there is now a 30 day money
back guarantee.
For this you get a Completely fully automatic Betting Bot, Detailed User
Guide and Quick start plus Technical Support from Betting Bots Worldwide.
I take it that the Bot will automatically receive or find the selections and
place the lays for you if they qualify; unfortunately I did not have use of
the bot during the review but received the selections by e-mail. The e-mail
service was very good and only twice did I not receive an e-mail and this
was due to bad weather disrupting the vendors power and internet
connection, they were very quick to apologize once they were up and
running. The results on the website and the odds were the same as mine
and it was good to see a vendor deducting 5% Betfair commission, the only
thing we differed on was a horse that was 10.01BSP I excluded this
because it was the over the 10.00 maximum odds limit and they included
it, other than that no issues.

Conclusion
There is a lot to like about Champion Racing Lays 2.00 the vendors have
done well in transforming the old losing version to one that made a profit.
Overall having losing runs no longer than two not just during the review
but in the months before this is quite impressive some good winning runs
too, e-mail service was very good and I have had contact with the vendors
and found them helpful and polite. The results on the website are fairly up
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to date and no problems with different odds etc, although they do need to
change the home part of their website as they have had far more than 83
selections this year now. Now although the 20 points profit obtained during
the review is not to bad this will not be enough for some
people although you have to consider that the amounts on the losing parts
was quite small so no heavy monthly losses. If the Bot can handle getting
selections and placing the bets it could be very useful for those who work
during the day.
Concerns?
Well looking at all the months the service has been running is slightly
worrying that is it has had only one really good winning month, it has had
winning months of course but around 2 to 7 points given that you are
laying at up to 10.00 it is important to have a safety net of points if you
are only winning small amounts it‟s easy for one or two higher priced
winners to damage the bank it did not happen during the review but it will
sometime.
Taking all the above into consideration and the fact that the service did
make a profit during the review I am awarding it 3.5 stars.
Regards
RM Dave
[ To see Champion Racing Lays click here.....]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
This section gives a quick insight how each review is performing. The data in Blue is from
BettingSystemTruths.com. The data in Dark Violet is from LayTheOdds.com
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are hard
and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied,
with skill, by the user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to
the recommended stakes or to level stakes.

2020 Cricket Trading

Reviewer Sgt Aris

Trading Method/Strategy

Nothing reported again this week
Up to day 20

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2,500 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,993.70

-506.30

See the 2020 Cricket Trading Review pages here…
See the 2020 Cricket Trading Sales pages here…

ABSX System X-IV

Reviewer Sgt Tommy

Backing Method/Strategy

Not so good this week
Up to day 23

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

All Selections

-47.54

120.03

20.03

Tommy's Method

4.47

118.53

18.53

See the ABSX System X-IV Review pages here…
See the ABSX System X-IV Sales pages here…
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Assured Soccer Profits

Reviewer Insp. Karl

Trading Strategy/Method

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to week 1

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

Unknown Start Bank

P/L

4.00

?

4.00

See the Assured Soccer Profits Review pages here…
See the Assured Soccer profits Sales pages here…

Betfair Success Formula

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Method/Strategy

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 63

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.64

59.64

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula Sales pages here…

Betting Pro Trades

Reviewer Insp. Stuart

Trading Tips

Nothing reported this week
Up to day 7

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2,000 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,925.75

-74.25

See the Betting Pro Trades Review pages here…
See the Betting Pro Trades Sales pages here…

Betting Profits

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Backing System

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 57
Soccer System

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,446.62

446.62

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits Sales pages here…
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Bonus Bagging

Reviewer Insp. Magnifique

Free Bet Alerts

A fifth consecutive profitable week!
Up to week 4

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£250 Start Bank

P/L

38.50

516.00

266.00

See the Bonus Baging Review pages here…
See the Bonus Bagging Sales pages here…

Expected Winners

Reviewer Insp. John

Back & Lay Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 27

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Main Back Bets

-2.92

56.27

-43.73

Main Lay Bets

3.14

96.73

-3.27

Main E/W Bets

-8.00

76.63

-23.37

Main Naps

1.66

97.27

-2.73

Greyhound Back

-5.55

80.77

-19.23

Greyhound Lay

5.10

175.85

75.85

Additional Bets

1.88

113.59

13.59

Totals

-4.69

697.11

-2.89

See the Expected Winners Review pages here…
See the expected Winners Sales pages here…

Full Time Betting Income

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

Down again this week
Up to Day 53

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

-67.05

154.37

-45.63

See the Full Time Betting Income Review pages here…
See the Full Time Betting Income pages here…
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Laying Summer Profits

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

A bad week
Up to day 54

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2000 Start Bank

P/L

-38.00

996.00

-1,004.00

See the Laying Summer Profits Review pages here…
See the Laying Summer Profits Sales pages here…

Magic Racing Bot

Reviewer Insp. Lucien

Automated Bot Laying Service

A good start
Up to day 14

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£75 Start Bank

P/L

18.33

93.33

18.33

See the Magic Racing Bot Review pages here…
See the Magic Racing Bot Sales pages here…

Major League Profits

Reviewer Insp. Lucien

Backing Tips Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to week 6

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£20 Start Bank

P/L

1.34

33.00

13.00

See the Major League Profits Review pages here…
See the Major League Profits Sales pages here…

Pro Betfair Trading

Reviewer Insp. Rich

Trading Strategy/Method

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 30

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

500 points Start Bank

P/L

-12.95

511.67

11.67

See the Pro Betfair Trading Review pages here…
See the Pro Betfair Trading Sales pages here…
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Profitable Lays

Reviewer Insp. DJ

Laying System

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 15

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-18.09

73.88

-26.12

See the Profitable Lays Review pages here…
See the Profitable Lays Sales pages here…

Rate The Races

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

Software Backing System

Strategy 1 seems to have disappeared! Strategy 2 excluding Irish is 59.97 in profit
Strategy 2 is stop at 1 point profit. There is a strategy 3 – but I'm not sure what it is
Up to Day 84

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Strategy 1

0.00

27.96

-72.04

Strategy 2

-0.77

120.66

20.66

See the Rate The Races Review pages here…
See the Rate The Races Sales pages here…

Rebel Betting

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Automated Method/Strategy

This review is starting up again with a good week's profit
Up to day 22

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2000 point Start Bank

P/L

60.68

2,418.63

418.63

See the RebelBetting Review pages here…
See the RebelBetting Sales pages here…

Sprint Lay Expert

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

Another very profitable week
Up to day 116

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£1,000 Start Bank

P/L

369.00

2,212.00

1,212.00

See the Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…
See the Sprint Lay Expert Sales pages here…
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Sprinter Lays

Reviewer Insp. Lee

Lay Tipping Service

Nothing reported this week
Up to day 44

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

75 points Start Bank

P/L

0.00

67.78

-7.22

See the Sprinter Lays Review pages here…
See the Sprinter Lays Sales pages here…

The Killer Instinct
Up to day 5

Reviewer Sgt Karl

This Week

Lay Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

Unknown Start Bank

P/L

-12.58

?

-12.58

See the Killer Instinct Review pages here…
See the Killer Instinct Sales pages here…

The Legacy & Saver System

Reviewer Sgt Jon

Two Backing Systems

The Review pages are not available this week. Two separate systems
Up to day 50

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

92.10

-7.90

See the Legacy and Saver Review pages here…
See the Legacy and Saver Sales pages here…

The Low Lay

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Tipping Service

Another bad week
Up to day 43

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

-0.85

19.75

-0.25

See the Low Lay Review pages here…
See the Low Lay Sales pages here…
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Tips for Betting

Reviewer Insp. Tony

Tennis Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 35 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-9.00

96.57

-3.43

See the Tips for Betting Review pages here…
See The Tips for Betting Sales pages here…

Turf Wars

Reviewer Admin Gordon

Backing Tipping Service

A loss this week, but still profitable overall
You can get your FREE 5-day trial here....
Up to Day 90 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Staking system

-78.80

194.22

94.22

Level Stakes

-12.00

143.21

43.21

See the Turf Wars Review pages here…
See the Turf Wars Sales pages here…

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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League Table of Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this table doesn’t replace
reading the reviews, because profit as %age of bank is not the only factor in judging a system.
Nevertheless, I think it is a valid at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.
I’ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with the colour of their
profitability graph to make them easier to spot. Some of the older or suspended reviews have
been taken off the graph.
Bonus Bagging has had five profitable weeks. Will it be #1 next week?

Start
Bank

Total
Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

Assured Soccer Profits

?

4.00

?

N/A

N/A

The Killer Instinct

?

-12.58

?

N/A

N/A

Sprint Lay Expert

1000

1212.00

121.20%

3

1

Bonus Bagging

250

266.00

106.40%

2

2

Turf Wars Staking System

100

94.22

94.22%

1

3

Major League Profits

20

13.00

65.00%

6

4

Betfair Success Formula

100

59.64

59.64%

5

5

Bettting Profits Soccer

1000

446.62

44.66%

7

6

75

18.33

24.44%

N/A

7

RebelBetting

2000

418.63

20.93%

9

8

Rate The Races Strategy 2

100

20.66

20.66%

8

9

ABSX All Selections

100

20.03

20.03%

4

10

ABSX Tommy's Method

100

18.53

18.53%

10

11

Pro Betfair Trading

500

11.67

2.33%

13

12

Expected Winners

700

-2.89

-0.41%

15

13

The Low Lay

20

-0.25

-1.25%

14

14

Tips for Betting

100

-3.43

-3.43%

12

15

Betting Pro Trades

2000

-74.25

-3.71%

16

16

The Legacy & Saver System

100

-7.90

-7.90%

17

17

Sprinter Lays

75

-7.22

-9.63%

19

18

2020 Cricket Trading

2500

-506.30

-20.25%

20

19

Full Time Betting Income

200

-45.63

-22.82%

11

20

Profitable Lays

100

-26.12

-26.12%

18

21

Laying Summer Profits

2000

-1004.00

-50.20%

21

22

Rate The Races Strategy 1

100

-72.04

-72.04%

23

23

System
Reviewed

Magic Racing Bot

Position Position
Last
This
Week
Week
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Profitability Graph
Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a percentage of their starting
bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. Ideally we would
want a graph that increased each week by roughly the same amount. If a system or tipping
service could produce that, then we would really have a winning review!
Previous star performer, Turf Wars, has slumped but is still profitable. Sprint Lay Expert has
rallied well. Bonus Bagging is the most consistently profitable. RebelBetting is back in action
and making slow, but steady progress. The LowLays has dropped off the graph!

Profit as a %age of starting bank
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Bloggers Corner
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Admin, Gordon has requested suggestions from readers for Systems, Strategies and Tipping
Services they would like to see reviewed. Just send the suggestions to me, at my usual address,
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com and I’ll pass them on to him.

Send your contributions to the Bloggers Corner by e-mail to me:
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
If you have something to say, don’t forget you can become a “ranter” on our Online Betting
Rant site. If you think you have what it takes we'd love to hear from you... Apply to be a
Ranter here

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Next Week & Signing Off
This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests
you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and http://laytheodds.com so that you can get a
feel for how the service pans out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter
in your e-mails on August 3rd. Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Rich
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